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We, humankind, have a marvelous system for sensing our environment.
We can “hear” certain waves traveling in air with a pressure level of
as low as 20μ with a sense of direction, “see” electromagnetic waves
which are emitted or reflected towards us, “touch” objects and “feel”
the some physical properties like shape, elasticity, the thermal energy it
holds, “taste” edible items by dissolving the materialʼs chemical
components and “smell” our surroundings by again capturing small
particles coming from object and analyzing their chemical components.
Not only, we have this huge arsenal of filter, sensor of different kind
reacting to same or different stimulus, but also we can the process,
compare them with the results of past senses and give reaction in
lightning fast speeds. A healthy human being gives no or a little effort
to understand the alignment of the objects, separate the voice from
other unnecessary sonic input to make a conversation with someone in a noisy place and realize
objects might be hot even without feeling, enjoy the flavor of a delicious meal by combining the
sensations from mouth and nose.
This ability to sense and perceive, some of which is literally, is always in our hands to use. Throughout
our evolution, we have been using it extensively to survive, interact and improve.
However, having this high capability, we rarely think about the limits or errors. We forget that we can
be deceived. Optical illusions might make objects with different shapes “look” the same; by touching a
hot object with one hand and then submerging both of our hands into the same bowl full of water, we
can feel hot and cold in the same time; eating honey before drinking tea, we might believe the tea has
sugar inside; our noses goes numb to odors after staying in a place too much.
Finally, we must extend the discussion by including our feelings and thoughts: we do not use this
system like a feedback circuitry. Throughout the history, the sensory information have been overloaded
to understand “oneʼs inner world” and to ask questions about existence. Listening to a music might
bring an emotional fulfillment. In the meantime, the senses can also be mislead to interpret situations
differently. Listening to Varèseʼs Poème Électronique from a laptop computer inside a coffeeshop in
2010 and from tens of loudspeakers inside Philips Pavilion in 1958 would result in a completely
different experience. Watching the same scene, you can think of innocent children, who can form a
better society if theyʼre left untouched … or get shocked by noticing two teenagers, who are involved in
the plot from the start in Michael Hanekeʼs movie, Caché. Even the way media distributes the news
changes our whole opinion about people or societies.
In this composition, my aim is to play with what people expects to sense and show how external effects
can manipulate human perception and reasoning. I will deceive the listeners by creating expectations
before and in the listening the piece and delude them to believe that the piece has some hidden or
“higher” meaning at all. However, the piece will have the one and only meaning that it means nothing
at all, apart from the synthetic explanation the listener “dresses the king”.

Automobile is an organised sound piece I composed in February, 2010. I have made field recordings
and mixed them with samples I’ve collected from freesound.org by using Protools. I have also used
Spear to form some filters. The sounds are processed slightly and I have tried to focus more on
blending them by their timbral characteristics. Oliver Jan, Doğa Murat Kürkçüoğlu and Akito Van
Troyer has also contributed to the piece with instrument virtuosity, a hysterical laugh and a question
respectively.

